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The problem considered here is to obt.ain unbiased and mininlum
variance est,imates 2(k — S — j/k), j = 0,1, . . . ,L, and t.he corre-
sponding error covariances, where S represents t,he fixed lag beheen
the points of est.imation and observation [5]. A new state vector
X(k) is norr introduced which has the partit,ioned form

S'(k) = [z'(k)jz'(k - • ; ~'(k - L)j . . I z'(k - L - :Y)].

(4)

From (l), t,he n(L + X + 1 )-dimensional vector S(k) can be
seen t,o follow t,he propagation model

S ( k + 1) = C(k + l )S(k) + D(k + l)w(k) (51

where the mat.rices C(k) and D(k) are ident,ified as folloFs:

n(L+N)

C{k) =

where

|
OJn

F(k) = [Ao(k)/A~(k)i . . . id~(k)/Oi • • . .io].

I and 0 are, respect,ively, ident,ity and null matfics having in-
dicated dimensions. The observation equation (2) is alao modified to

where

y(k) = G(k)S(k) + r(k)

G(k) = [H(k)

(6)

0

The system repreentd by (5) and (6), nith t,he observatiol,
noise r(k) given by (3), is in a form for which filtering solutions have
been reported in t,he literahre [5]-[8]. From a computational point.
of view, t.he algorithm in [8] appears attractive and is utilized in the
sequel to obt.ain the filtered estimate of the vect,or S(k). Components
of t.he estimat.e and covariance equat.ions for t.he augmented system
correspond to t,he desired smoothed estimat,e and covariance equa-
tions of the original system. These are obt.ained as

i(k - j/k) = 2(k - j/k - 1) + K(j,k)[y(k) - H(k)2(k/k - 1)

- B(k)(Y(k - 1) - H(k - l)-f(k - l’k - 1)11 (7)

(8)- 1) = Y il,(k)f(k - p - l’k - 1)

K(j,k) = [P(k - j,k/k - l)H(k) - P(k - j,k - l’k - 1)

• H'(k - l)B'(k)]V(k) (9)

where

V(k) = [R(k) + H(k)P(k,k/k - 1)H'(k) - C(k) - CT'(k)

+ B(k)H(k - l)P(k - 1,k - 1/k - l)H'(k - l )B'(k)] - l (10)

and

tT(k) = H(k)P(k,k - l/k - l)H'(k - l)B'(k). (11)

Further

P(k - i,k - j/k) = P(k - i,k - j.lk - 1) - K(i,k)[H(k)

• P(k,k - j/k - 1) - B(k)H(k - 1)P(k - 1,k - j,’k - I)] (12)

P(k-j- l,kl/k - 1) - j - 1,k - p

- l/k - l)A,'(k) (13)

Since y( — 1) is nonexistent., (7), (g), and (12) are modified at k = 0
to read:

.f(-j/O) = .?(-j:-l) + KG,O)[y(O) - H(0)2(0:-1)] (7a)

K(j,O) = P(-j,O/-l)H'(O)[H(O)P(O,O~-l)H'(O) + R(O)]-1 (9a)

,-j/-I) (12a)

for i,j = 0,1,2, . . . ,L.
With t.hese computed data, (7)-(14) have to be processed for

k > 0 and for j = O,l ; . . ,L; i = O,l; . . ,j and j = L + 1, • • ;
L + q; i = 0,j where q = min (?+V).

Cont,inuous time versions of the above equations can be obtained
through a formal limit,ing procedure [5]. It. is also possible to obtain
the fixed point and fked interval snloothing algorit,hms for the
problem considered in this n0t.e by suitably redefining the vector
X@).
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Derivation of an Optimal & h a t o r for Distributed
Parameter Systems via Maximum Principle

S. R.. rlTKE ASD S. S. LXXBA

Abstract—The problem of estimation for a class of distributed
parameter systems is approached via maximum principle. As a
consequence, the advantages of the "optimal control" point of view
for tackling the estimation problem for distributed parameter sys-
tems are indicated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In adaptive control and also in various ot.her situations, the
problem of state est.imation b a s s on a distributed model of a sys-
tem is assuming importance. %t.h considerable lit,erature exist.ing on
t.he control of distributed Darameter srstenE [11,-.. it is considered
desirable to approach t.he estimation problem via optimal control
121.

This correspondence t.akes such a view and deals wit.h a derivat.ion
of the Kalman-Bncy type filter for linear distributed parameter
systems (DPS) utilizing the masinmm principle. Although the final
filter equations obtained by this procedure are the same as those
obtained by Tzafestas and Xghtingale [3], and similar to those of
Thau [4] etc., it is felt that this procedure based on an "optimal con-
trol" point of view treats the problem more directly and is also
capable of tackling the more general problem of nonlinear estimat.ion.

11. PROBLEM FORMIULITION

Let O be an open, simply connected subset. of X-dimensional
Euclidean space E.", and let. &? denote its boundary, and x = (21, ‘ . .,
xk, . . .,xh?) be a generic point in n. Let 7 = [to,T] denote a fked seg-

Equations (7)-(14) form a recursive chain starting with the
init.ia1 conditions -f(—j/ — -l), P( — .i,—j;—l); i,j = 0,1, . . . ,L.
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ment of a real line. The product domain Q x 7 dl be denoted by 2.
Consider a linear stochastic DPS (see Wang [I]):

dX(x,t)

at
= SxX(x,t) + B(z,t)W(x,t),

X(z,to) = Xo(z), x E n

SWX(B,~) = 0, B E an

Z(z,t) = D(z,t)X(z,t) + V(z,t), x

(1)

(2)

(31

(4)

S,E[X(z,t)} - L,EjX(z,t)} - I G(x,t;s,t)D(s,t)E{X(s,tj} &, = 0
Ja

(10)

because in general E{X(z,t)) # 0. Hence the matrix spa.tia1 operator
L, is given by

! * ( • • • )

Ja
6(---,---)D(-••)(•••) diis. ( 1 1 )

We shall assume t.hat XfoO G Lz(z ;n), a generic notation for
n-vector square-integrable functions defined on 2, B(x,t) E C(Z ;nXr)
where C(Z;.) denotes the space of appropriate dimensional real-
valued continuous and bounded functions defined on 2, S, is a spatial
partial differential (or integro-partial different.ia1) operator that is
linear with respect. to Xk wit.h 8, E Lz(Q;n X n), and SbB is an appro-
priate boundary operator linear in ZL. The measured vector is
Z(z,t) E C(Z;m) and the output matrix is D(z,t) E C(Z;m X n).
The stochastic processes W(z,t) E k(Z;r) and V(z,t) E L*(z;~) are
assumed to be zero-mean with covariances given by

EIWz,t)W'(y,7)1 = Q(z,y,t)6(t - 7) (51

E{V(z,t)V'(y,7)} = R(z,t)6(z - y)6(t - 7) (6)

where &(z,y,t) = &(y,z,t) E C(Z X Q;r X r) and is symmetric and
nonnegative definite. Also R(z,t) E C@;m X m) and .is symmetric
and positive definite. Further, it is assumed that the disturbance
vector W(z,t) is uncorrelat.ed wit.h measurement noise V(z,t) and the
init,ial process X&).

Equation (6) represents an idealistic statement that, conveys
statistical independence of measurement noise at two different
values of time as well as space. Our interest in such a description
arises by virtue of its mathematical form, which allows cert.ain
simpliiicat.ions resulting from it. In general, the covariance function
of the form R(z,y,t) may be considered.

Our problem consists of obtaining an estimate 8(z,t/t) of the
stat.e X(z,t) of the system described by (l), based on measurements
Z(Z,T):Z E9,t+575t. We assume the estimat.e to result from a
linear operation on the measured signal

Using (ll), (8) becomes

dX{x,t/t)

at
= 8xX{x,t/i)

X(x,t/t) = I I G(x,t;s,T)Z(s,T) dilB dr.
Ju Ja

(7)

A closer look at (7) suggests that it can be viewed as a distributed
dynamic syst.em that can be expressed in the more familiar differ-
ential form as

dX{x,t/t)
= Ljt(x,t/t) + I G(x,t;s,t)Z(s,t) dQs, x G &

J o
(8)

+ f G(z,t;s,t)[Z(s,t) - D(s,t)b(s,t/t)l d%. (12)
Ja

The partial differential equation (12) specifies the "unbiased"
est.imator for a class of linear distributed parameter systems.

Iv. RICCATI EQUATION FOR ERROR COVARIANCE

Let us consider the error covariance matrix represented by the
expectation opemtor

P(z,y,t) = E{X(z,t/t)*'cy,t/t)}. (13)

Using (11) the error differential equation (9) can be written as

Mi(z,t/t) = F (14)

where the operator M and F are defined by

(15)

F = BW - I GV dQs + X(z,to/t+)s(t - to). (16)
la

The last term in (16) is an easy way of t.rea,ting initial conditions via
the extended definit.ion of operators [5]. The solution of (14) in
terms of the inverse operator is

i(z,t/t) = M-1F. (17)

But the Green function for M is g(z,t;s,t'), given by

Mg = 6(t - t')&(z - s)Z, (18)

that is,

4 = M-%(t — t')6(z - s)l. (19)

Also

M = Sx+ I GD dQs

rt

The problem is to determine the matrix spa$al operator Lx and the
gain mat,rix G(z,t;s,t) such that the output X(z,t/t) of the estimator
(8) is an unbiased, minimum variance estimate of X(+).

111. UNBIASED ESMR~M

If i(z,t/t) = X(z,t) — b(z,t/t) denotes the estimation error, then
using (1) and (8) the partial differential equation for X(z,t/t) can
be obtained as

x{x,t/t) I I <t>{x,t;s,
Jh Ja

t')F(s,t') dQs dt'. (20)

Using (20) in (13) and partially differentiating with respect to t
leads to

'y>t) = SxP(x,y,t) + P(x,y,t)8v' + B(x,t)Q(x,y,t)B(y,t)
tas

aX(x,t/t)

at
J) - LxX(x,i :,t;s,t)D(s,t)X(s,t) dQs:,<)- I G(x,t;s,t

Ja

B{x,t)W{x,t) + LxX(x,t/t) - I G(x,t;s,t)V(s,t) da3.
Ja

,t)D(s,t)P(s,y,t)

(9)

Since b(z,t/t) is the unbiased estimate of X(@), E[X(z,t)] =
E{b(z,t/t)}, i.e., E{X(z,t/t)} = 0, and so, takiig the expectation
operator of both sides of (9) yields

- I G(x,t;s,t
Ja

- I P(x,s,t)D'(s,t)G'(y,t;s,t) do,
JQ

+ I G(z,t;~,t)R(s,t)G'(y,t;s,t) d%, (21)
J,

which is the desired Riccati partial differential equation for P.
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V. OPTINAL ESTIMATOR

The estimator prill beconle the optimal estimator if the gai l l
is chosen optimally. Since we desire a minimum variance estimate,
we associate a performance measure for the est.imate as the scalar
quantity

C P
J = E{X'(x,T/T)N(x,y,T)X(y,T/T)} dat dna

JaJa

= f f
Ja Ja

tr[:V(2-,y,T!P(z,~,T)l d%d (2‘2)

where :Y(x,y,T) = X(y,z,T) E C(2 X i2;n X n) and is symmetric and
positive definite, and P(z,y,tj is the error covariance matrix defined
by (13). The choice of the gain matrix from the class of admisible
functions is to be made such that the performance meaure (22) is
minimized, with P(r,y,t) given by (21). It is assumed t,hat the ad-
missible matrix functions G(r,t;s,t; E L?(X X 0;n X m). Thus deter-
mination of the optimal gain matrix is equivalent to that of obtaining
optimal "control" G*(x,t;s,t) for the system dlxanlic5 described by
(21).

M:e will utilize the masinlunl principle [6] to obtain the optimal
matrix. Let h(z,y,t) be an n X n adjoint matrix. The Hamiltonian H
can be defined as

H = i J tr <H SxP(x,y,t) + P{x,y,t)Sv' + B(x,t)Q(x,y,,i)B(y,t)

- I G(x,t;s,t)D(s,t)P(s,y,t)dn,
Ja

- I P(x,s,t)D'(s,t)G'(y,t;s,t) &Q3
Ja

+ I G(x,l;s,t)R(.s,t)G'(y,t;s,t)dtts\y(x,y,t)> d£lzdP.y. (23)

Csing the maximum principle condition 6Hj6G = 0 yields

I [-X'(l.,y,t)P(l,s,t)D'(s,t) + X!x,~,t)G*(x,t;s,t)R(s,t)l dn, = 0.
Ja

(24)

By utilizing the adjoint differential relat.ion and the transversality
condition of the maximum principle, it can be shown that. X(z,y,t) is
symmetric and positive definite, and therefore from (241, optimal
‘kont.rol" is obtained as

G*(z,t;s,t) = P(,,,,t)D'(~,t)R-’(s,t).

Substituting (23) into (12) and (211, we obtain

dX(x,t/t)

(2.i)

dt
= SxX(x,t/t) + I P(x,s,t)D'(s,t)R-Hs,t)[Z(s,t)

Ja

- D(s,t)X(s,t/t)] dQs, i £ a (26)

= SxP(x,y,t) + P{x,y,t)Sy'+ B{x,t)Q{x,y,t)B'(y,t)

dP(x,y,t)

dt

- I P(x,s,t)D'(s,t)R-i(s,t)D(s,t)P(s,y,t) da,, x,y £ Q. (27)
Ja

The boundary and initial conditions for (26) and (27) can be specified
as

SbfiX(J3,t/t) = 0; SbpP(0,y,t) = 0, 0 £ Xl, y £ fi (28)

X(x,t*/h) = E{X(x,h)} = X0(x);

P(x,y,U) = E{\X(x,U) - Xoix)}[X(yM) - X0(y)}'\. (29)

Equat,ions (26)-(29) define the optimal estimator for a class of
linear DPS. This is the distributed version of the Kalman-Bucy
filter.

VI. COXCLUSIOKS

For developing the estimation algorithm for nonlinear DPS, utili+
ing the optimal control theory, the problem can be posed as a least
squares minimizat.ion over the spatial domain of the system and the
time interval of the measurement process. Application of t.he maxi-
mum principle could lead to canonic equations for least squares
atimation. From these equat.ions the estimator equations can be
extracted using the invariant imbedding technique and an approxi-
mat,ion procedure. This indicates t.he approach that can be t.aken
for nonlinear estimat.ion in DPS utilizing opt.ima1 control concepts.
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On a Multidimensional Systems Identiiication Method

B. COURTIOL

Abstract—This correspondence concerns the application of the
"state variable filters" technique for the hyperstable real-time
identification system with adjustable model, synthetized by Landau
via hyperstability of model reference adaptive control systems, in
order to avoid implementation difticulties due to a derivative com-
pensator introduced in the adaptation mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider an ideal real-time identification syst.em with a
parallel adjustable model described by equations

xp — Ap-xp Bp-U

±m = Am(t)-xm + Bm(t)-U

em = c.x,

A fl

e — up — um

v = D.E (u(s) = Z~(S).

A&) = DU(R), t), 7 <t
Bra(!) = 1)(U(T), t), 7<f.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(51

(6)

(71

(8)

U is the at-dimensional input vector; and z, and zm are t,he n-
dimensional state vectors which correspond to the process and the
model, respectively. A, and B, are, respectively, n X n and n X m
dimensional const.ant matrices which define the process t.0 be iden-
tified; A,(t) and B,(t) are, respectively, n X n and n X m dimensional
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